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INTRODUCTION
The project identified for me to undertake is to link best-practice checklist and best-practice
communication. The expected outcome has been to develop a coaching review tool for elite
coaching purposes.
PHASE ONE – INVESTIGATING AND DETERMINING CONTEXT
The goal of this project is to investigate opportunities to improve the effectiveness of referee
communication at the elite level and to develop a framework that might form the basis of an
objective tool against which the referee and their coach might evaluate the effectiveness or
otherwise of communication on the referee’s overall management of a match.
Phase one of the project has been to describe referee communication in the game of Rugby,
 Why do referees communicate?
 How do referees communicate?
 How does the IRB expect referees to communicate?
 What should be communicated?
Communications performance
The desired objectives of communication for the elite Rugby referee are to add positively to
the game within the role of the referee and to achieve the following.
1. To inform players (captains and others) and others (TJ’s and other match officials,
team officials, spectators including media)
2. To promote continuity through prevention of infringements and optimise
opportunity for advantage
3. To warn players that an infringement has been detected, and opportunity is
offered to the infringer to respond without penalty or material disadvantage to
their opponents. Repeat offences are to be avoided (an active response on the
part of the player).
4. To stop the game after an infringement where advantage has not occurred or
when the non-offending side has been placed at material disadvantage.
Communication Resources Available to the Elite Referee
There is a significant array of communication resources available to the elite Rugby referee to
be utilised to achieving their objectives. They are listed below.
1. Whistle – graduations in volume, length and tone to notify scrum or penalty;
minor or major infringement.
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2. Voice – a powerful tool for the elite referee; useless if not used, and equally useless
if the players cannot distinguish the important pieces of information from other
things being said by the referee. The message here is “maximise the impact of
voice”. The referee speaks to inform and to say something of benefit to the
player(s), so players need to listen and heed the message. Only speak when you
have something important to say.
3. Signals – the IRB has an approved set of signals that are conveyed by appropriate
movement of hand(s) and arm(s). Spectators, both at the game and viewing on
TV, are well aware of these signals. The signal immediately advises about the
decision and is especially important to explain penalty decisions. Signals must be
consistent with the IRB signals as their purpose is to inform. Once a referee
varies the standard signals, he is less likely to effectively communicate.
4. Presence – use of field position and proximity to the play and players that informs
and warns – “I have seen something and I’m here to make sure it doesn’t happen
again” or “This is a situation where I need to be here to calm and prevent an
action outside the spirit of the game”.
5. Eye contact – raising awareness of a player that the referee is dominating the
situation and sending a strong but silent message.
6. Time – imposing sense of urgency into communication, delaying to impose
seriousness.
A great example of how time is used to create an impact by the referee in
communication is Chris White refereeing the Tri-Nations test between Australia
and South Africa in August 2004. Through the game he rarely raised his voice and
provided lots of time for advantage to develop and for players when spoken to, to
take corrective action in response to his warning.

However, he detected 3

incidents of foul/dangerous play during the game and completely changed his
normal style to reinforce the seriousness of what he had detected and how he is
about to respond.
 There was no delay between detection of the foul play and the whistle.
 There was no vocal warning prior to the whistle.
 The whistle blast was 30% louder than on other occasions during the
game.
 His total focus was on the incident and the offender. He used no arm
signals, compared to clear signals on other occasions.
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 He moved rapidly to get within a metre of the incident, and delayed
speaking to the players.
This complete change was very noticeable to the players, who responded by
backing off and paying attention to the referee.

Once he had the players’

undivided attention, energy and aggression levels rapidly subsided and he spoke
slowly and clearly to the players and captains.
This example shows how several of the weapons in the referees’ communication
were combined to impose a sense of importance to the incident and reinforce the
referee’s authority and command of the situation. The players’ response was
immediate and without dissent.
Further, the delay gave the referee time to replay the scene in his own mind and
prepare what he is going to say to players and whether yellow or red card is
required. The delay also gave opportunity for the TJ’s to speak to the referee and
offer assistance in reporting if required.
7. Space – how close is the referee when speaking to the player, creating space by
moving away from the mark and calling for the captain and player
8. TJ’s and other match officials – can communicate information to each other and
the referee that assists in the smooth management of the game and enhance the
outcome for players and spectators.
9. Technology – microphone and earpiece facilitate communication between the
match officials.
A spin-off of the microphone is that what the referee says during a game is now
available to spectators at the ground the Sportsears, and live on TV as it feeds
directly into the match telecast. This “side effect” has increased the importance of
referee verbal communication and the care that the referee must use when
speaking during a game.
10. Yellow and red cards.
These ten resources must be used in various combination by the referee to achieve the best
possible outcome for the game, and every event and sequence that occurs during the 80
minutes.
Best Practice Communication.
The IRB has issued a “Match Official Communication Protocol” within the “Aide Memoire”
produced out of the Moving to Greater Consistency Conferences, 2002 and 2003. The
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objectives of the Protocol are to provide a consistent approach to communication for the
referee, TJ’s, TMO in matches appointed by the IRB.
The Protocol identifies some key communication elements –
i.

Referees are to be encouraged to be individuals and use their own style

ii.

Communication should be succinct and use the language of the Law Book
(including secondary signals).

iii.

Preventative statements should be used sparingly and not all through the game

iv.

Preventative statements should not be repeated. The offence will have already
been committed if the statement is used a second time.

v.

Players names should not be used

vi.

Conversation should occur only with the captains, and only to address specific
issues.

Communication is formally assessed within the IRB and ARU Accuracy and Compliance
Descriptors. These expect the referee to communicate effectively with whistle, voice and
signals. Within the specific descriptors for the various components of the game the referee
is expected to “Ensure” that players comply. This “ensuring” implies that Communication
is effective.
Conclusion
The information above provides a clear context for referee communication in Rugby,
particularly at the elite level.
The information provides the framework for developing and assessing best practice
communication for elite referees.
PHASE TWO – DEVELOPING A COACHING METHODOLOGY FOR REFEREE
COMMUNICATION
1. Working to the Best Practice Standards as Promoted by the IRB.
The IRB Protocol identified six key elements for referee communication. These elements
effect how the elite referee will utilize their resources to achieve their desired objectives.

i.

Referees are to be encouraged to be individuals and use their own style
With a choice of combinations from 10 resource tools to select from, there is ample
opportunity and scope for each referee to develop a style that best does the job
required for them. This element appears to give endless scope to each and every
referee, as long as it “does the job”.
This element guides referees and referee coaches to develop and refine a personal
communication style. There is no direction to the referee regarding compliance or
non-compliance.
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ii.

Communication should be succinct and use the language of the Law Book
(including secondary signals).
This element refers specifically to the use of four of the 10 previously listed resources.
These are Whistle, Voice, Signals and Yellow& Red Cards.
“Succinct” is defined in the Macquarie Dictionary as “expressed in few words; concise;
characterized by verbal brevity”. The intention here is that the referee should say “as
little as possible”.
The little as possible that the referee say should use the language of the Law book, and
while the referee is saying as little as possible, move their hands and arms in
accordance with the Law Book signals.
This element significantly restricts the potential considerable freedom offered by the
first element, and clearly has priority over individuality of style. So,
Be an individual who doesn’t say much and talks the language of the
Law Book and appropriately moves their hands and arms at the same
time”.
The job is getting harder.
The referee and referee coach need to work to develop a style that complies with this
element.
Occasions of non-compliance – “not succinct” or “Not the language of the Law
Book” or not the “endorsed secondary signals” can be identified and counted.

iii.

Preventative statements should be used sparingly and not all through the game
This element offers a ray of hope and encouragement but warns of potential danger.
Firstly, the good news. Referees are expected to use preventative statements. That is,
speak to the players to prevent infringements and to provide and opportunity for an
offender to take remedial action that is sufficient to enable the referee to play on. So,
referees can issue a warning to players, but the expectation is that once issued it has an
effect.
Secondly, the condition. Preventative statements should be used “sparingly”, which is
defined, again by the Macquarie Dictionary as “economically; frugally restricted;
limited”. The condition expects that preventative statements won’t be used all the
time, and certainly less at the end of the game than at the start. The implication of this
element is that the preventative statements used have an impact that will be reflected
and measurable by the players responding and not requiring the “reminder” as the
game progresses. There is an expectation that the statement made
 Is understood by the players
 Can be connected to the actions (or inactions) of players
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 Initiates a response, either from the players, or if not, from the referee at the
time
 Is consistently applied through the game, so that players have an expectation
of referee response - penalty for noncompliance or reward for appropriately
responding.
The referee and referee coach need to work to develop a style that complies.
Occasions of non-compliance such as “statements that aren’t associated with the
actions/inaction of a player”, “do not initiate the appropriate player response”, “ are
not applied consistently through the game” or “are not used sparingly but throughout
the game” can be objectively identified and counted.

iv.

Preventative statements should not be repeated. The offence will have already
been committed if the statement is used a second time.
This element is set to guide the referee in using preventative statements. At a phase of
play the referee may issue a preventative statement, for example at a tackle… “tackler
roll away”. If the tackler rolls away then the statement has been understood and the
player has responded. The offender is rewarded for the response by the referee not
giving the penalty and the non-offending side is able to play on without disadvantage.
In this example, if the non-offending side was disadvantaged, then the statement was
not preventative, and the offender is liable to penalty.

Similarly, the referee is

responsible for communication inconsistent with the protocol.
Still referring to the previous example, if the offender does not respond immediately to
the statement and it is repeated, then the offence has disadvantaged the non-offending
side and the penalty should be awarded.
The response to this element for the elite referee is to be selective when talking to
players. If the non-offending side has been disadvantaged, then award the penalty, and
don’t repeat the statement at the same phase of play.
The referee and referee coach need to work to develop a style that complies.
Occasions of non-compliance such as “repeating the preventative statement” or
“issuing a preventative statement after the non-offending side has been disadvantaged”
can be objectively identified and counted.

v.

Players names should not be used
This is a very clear instruction. Referees can develop their own style to ensure that
they comply with this, and occasions of non-compliance can be counted.
The expected communication is to identify the player by the team or colour, and the
jersey number.
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vi.

Conversation should occur only with the captains, and only to address specific
issues
This is another clear instruction. The referee needs to develop a communication style
that minimizes conversation. The only players with which conversations occur are to
be the team captains. The only occasions when conversations are to occur is to
address specific issues.
General chatter with the players is to be avoided, especially responding to players
when they question a decision or preventative statement made by the referee.
Occasions of non-compliance can be objectively identified and counted.

B.

Working to Achieve Best Practice Communication.
Video match review provides the ideal tool for the referee and referee coach to identify
weaknesses in communication performance and to establish some corrective actions to
improve accuracy, particularly in relation to Compliance with the IRB protocol for elite
referees. I have identified six aspects of communication that can assist the referee with
match review to work towards best practice.
These aspects are,
1. Effectiveness

does the communication deliver the desired result for the
moment and for the game, how long does it take to get a
response at the moment and for the game. Does everyone
know who needs to know?

2. Efficiency

how many words, signals whistle blows are required? Is the
referee maintaining his composure?

3. Appropriateness

is the communication consistent with the event in its
momentary and game context?

4. Accuracy

do all the resources used send the same message, voice, whistle,
signal, and are they consistent with what has taken place?

5. Follow-through

does the referee escalate the response to meet the challenge of
previous non-compliance

6. Degree of Difficulty do the players wish to listen and respond. Does the referee
read this well enough and adequately modify his game
plan/management style in response to this challenge?
These aspects are the important factors in assessing the communication performance and
skills of the referee.
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PHASE THREE – PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE COACHING METHODOLOGY
WITH AN ELITE REFEREE.
Phases 1 and 2 above cover the theory and methodology of communication. The final phase is
applying these facets to match review and working with the referee to optimize their performance and
match outcomes.
I need to thank George Ayoub for his preparedness to provide match tapes form his 2004 season for
my review of his match communication. Four matches have been reviewed to develop and refine
application of the methodology and the quality/style of feedback.
Match 1

Highlanders v Sharks

Time

Incident

[1]4’10”

1st scrum
Collapsed.

[1]4’45”

Reset scrum

[1]8’00

Scrum went
engagement

[1]8’35”

12 March 2004

Communication by Referee

- not steady.

Comment

Spoke after the collapse.

Needs to work on checklist. Spoilt a
really solid engagement.

Nil

Far side bind is the problem. Watch
for arms and call

Tackle penalty

Signal and call “roll away”. Also said
“holding on”.

OK

[1]10’45”

Scrum fell apart with strong
Sharks drive after put in, then
Highlanders dived on ball in
scrum before it emerged

Called for steady and stay bound.

TJ called “no bind by props this
side”.

[1]11’50”

Scrum went down. Awarded
penalty
to
Sharks
as
Highlanders
prop
went
straight down.

No communication before the scrum
about binding, having told the TJ that he
would co in response to the TJ’s call at
the last scrum

[1]14’40”

Penalty @ tackle

“holding on”

Good comms and signal

[1]15’00”

Lineout; no gap

No comms.

Took position at the back. Lines
and gap not managed.

down

at

At next Lineouts throughout the
first half, talked to players and
managed lines and gaps well.
[1]18’07”

Scrum

No talk before engagement about
binding

Scrum OK

[1]19’10”

Scrum. Front row folded @
engagement.
Highlanders
LHP boring across and up

Spoke to prop about binding

Infringement called by TJ. Referee
is now rattled at every scrum.

[1]20’20”

Scrum went down, awarded
penalty on call from TJ

Called out players “I won’t tolerate it any
more. You must bind”

Called to players after kick as they
moved to lineout

[1]22’10

Scrum.

No comms to reinforce penalty and talk
from previous scrum

Scrum OK

[2]2.15

Scrum

No comms

Call by TJ, but ref didn’t act

[2]2’47”

Scrum and penalty against
prop driving across

Talked to Highlanders LHP

[2] 5’34”

Maul, then ball on the ground
– ruck

“stopped once, half back.
once”
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Time

Incident

Communication by Referee

Comment

[2]6’10”

Scrum, solid and stable

“Crouch and hold and wait for me…
Engage”

Appropriate response from players

[2]6’40”

Scrum, solid and stable

“Crouch, hold engage. Stay bound”

Good high stable scrum

[2]18’10”

Scrum, far side props slipped.

“Crouch, hold engage”

[2]18’40”

Scrum reset, went down.
Penalty

No Comms

“No bind called by TJ. Ref did not
go to the side where the trouble had
occurred at the first scrum, didn’t
see anything and went with the TJ
call.
While the penalty kick at goal was
being taken the ref said to the
Highlanders hooker “I don’t know
what front rows do, but at the end
of the day…”

[2]24’20”

Conversion attempt after try

Nil

TJ talked to ref about Highlanders
LHP at scrum.

[2]28’15”

Maul penalty. Players argued
about the penalty

Referee responded to players arguing by
talking back to justify decision

This responding has
during the second half.

[2]29’00”

Ruck and maul offside

Very effective throughout the game so far. Management has delivered space for
some free-flowing phases.

[2]31’10”

Scrum.
highlanders

Penalty

to

“New blokes here. Take it easy. Crouch
hold engage. Steady it. Hold it black.”

Sensible management
decisive comms.

increased

firm

and

Overall summary of match communications.
A. Phases of the Game
Scrums

as evident from above, the major problem in this match. Did not set
standards for players at early scrums, and struggled throughout the game.
Difficulties with scrum effected confidence through all phases of the
game management.

On those occasions where firm and confident

communication was given, instructing on requirements and expectations,
players did attempt to comply.
Provided with some good communications assistance from the TJ, but
did not make the most of this.
Admission to one hooker that he didn’t know what happens in scrums
was heard by all viewers including the players f these and the other Super
12 teams. Has created a credibility problem that will have to be managed
in later games. Also made life much easier for the match assessor. This
statement didn’t do anything to get the players’ support or better
response, or make managing the scrum easier.
Lineout

Actively managed gap and numbers when players did not self-manage.
Achieved good response from players that resulted in a fair jumping
contest on most occasions.
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Tackle/ruck/maul

Effective communications to create space and prompt delivery of the ball
without interference from the tackler or third man in.

General Play

Generally sound, but the tendency to get into conversation with the
players about decisions, which increased through the second half is not
consistent with the IRB protocol (#5 – minimising conversation).
Further the conversations did not aid game management.

B. The Aspects of Communication.
Effectiveness

Communication was not effective at scrum. The other phases were
effectively communicated.

Efficiency

Communication was concise, minimal.

Appropriateness

Communication was appropriate, except in the following instances.
 Scrum management, appropriate communication no evident
 Statement to a hooker at penalty that he (the ref.) doesn’t know
what is going on at the scrum, confirms what everyone has
thought through the match
 Discussing decisions with players on the run, is not consistent
with the IRB protocols, and didn’t deliver a benefit in assisting
game management.

Accuracy

only one example of inaccuracy, when maul had become a ruck ([2]5’34”)

Follow-through

George didn’t follow through with his “I won’t tolerate it any more. You
must bind” statement at [1]20’20”. Problems continued often without
any referee response for the rest of the game.

Degree of Difficulty

Typical match at Super 12 level. Referee has to earn the player’s trust and
obedience. Management of lineout and tackle indicate that the players
complied once the referee imposed his standards on the game, and
consistently applied them.

Coaching Tips to Work on
1. Need to be more positive and emphatic with players at scrum.

Use the same skills and

confidence shown for lineout and tackle to dominate the scrum, and achieve the outcome you
are after.
2. Don’t get engaged in discussion on the run with the players about your decisions. If the
players have a question, then their captain can ask at an appropriate time. Similarly, if you want
to get a message to the players, use the captain at the appropriate time.
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3. Never admit difficulties to players/TJ’s, particularly when the sound is going to TV and match
video.

Match 2

Cats v Chiefs

19 March 2004

NOTE: This tape has no sound, but is important to view to see how George has responded to his performance in his
previous game (see above Report).
Time

Incident

Communication by Referee

Comment

[1]0’30”

First lineout

Went to the front. Established the gap and delayed
throw until the players delivered what he required.

Good lineout.

[1]2’20”

First scrum

Talked to front rows prior to engagement and again
once waiting for ball to go in

Scrum stable

[1]15’10”

Scrum. Try disallowed as it
came after early engagement
and shove by Chiefs.

Blew whistle and reset to sort out front row issues

The second reset scrum
was OK.

[1]20’45”

Scrum went
engagement

Blew and reset scrum. Managed reset from the
problem side. Talked again \

Result was a very solid
and stable reset scrum

down

after

Overall summary of match communications.
A. Phases of the Game
Scrums

Worked hard to impose standards on each scrum. Players complied with
stable scrums with only 2 exceptions. An excellent improvement on the
previous week.

Lineout

Actively managed gap and numbers again in this game when players did
not self-manage. Maintained high visibility. Achieved good response
from players that resulted in a fair jumping contest on most occasions.

Tackle/ruck/maul

Advised players, giving ample opportunity for a response. Very active in
getting defending players on side. Gave penalties when the required
response was not delivered.

General Play

no sound on tape. Unable to comment further. No glaring incidents
where communication, or lack thereof has caused a problem.

B. The Aspects of Communication.
Effectiveness

High visibility and working to reassure players that they will be rewarded
for compliance. Scrums clearly an improved performance, responding to
the problems evident in his previous game.

Efficiency

Communication was concise, minimal, as for last week. Willing and
confident to take time to get scrums right. Result was safe and stable
scrums, without unnecessary disruption to the game.
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Degree of Difficulty

Typical match at Super 12 level. Referee has to earn the player’s trust and
obedience. Management of scrum, lineout and tackle indicate that the
players complied once the referee imposed his standards on the game, and
consistently applied them.

Coaching Tips to Work on
1. High visibility with the players and insistence on compliance at scrum, lineout and tackle
delivered an exciting game and improved referee performance against the assessment
descriptors.

Match 3

Northern Suburbs v Eastwood

Time

Incident

4 September 2004

Communication by

Comment

Referee
[1]15’15”

Lineout. Gap between lines
has narrowed.

nil

Stayed at the back. Next lineout, no gap
problems.

[1]22’35”

High
tackle.
Played
advantage and called offender
out after try

Too high

Good advantage. Good communication to
offender and other players

[2]15’08”

Lineout 5m out from goal
line. Gap narrowed

Nil

Pressure applied on jumper by Norths5, which
caused knock on. Lost opportunity to impose
authority.

[2]16’37”

Report of foul play by TJ.
Ref called out players to
speak to them.

There was a Punch or
whatever it was. Don’t let
the game degenerate.

Got the wrong players. Indecisive in message
given to players and captains. Had time but
didn’t have prepared message when speaking to
players.
Didn’t go through checking the
numbers with TJs, or confirming what was seen.

[2]32’35”

First scrum to go down on
engagement in the game.

Nil

Norths 2nd row didn’t wait for the engagement
sequence call. Norths THP not ready to engage.

Overall summary of match communications.
A. Phases of the Game
Scrums

Worked hard to impose standards on each scrum. Players complied with
stable scrums with only 1 exception. Maintained the approach evident in
Match 2 above.

Lineout

Actively managed gap and numbers again in this game when players did
not self-manage. Maintained high visibility. Achieved good response
from players that resulted in a fair jumping contest on most occasions.
One lineout where the gap wasn’t managed.

Tackle/ruck/maul

Advised players, giving ample opportunity for a response. Very active in
getting defending players on side. Gave penalties when the required
response was not delivered.

General Play

Excellent calling “Advantage” and “advantage over”.
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B. The Aspects of Communication.
Effectiveness

High visibility and working to reassure players that they will be rewarded
for compliance.

Efficiency

Communication was concise, minimal, as for last week. Willing and
confident to take time to get scrums and lineouts right. Result was safe
and stable scrums, without unnecessary disruption to the game.

Appropriateness

Excellent performance.

Accuracy

One incident of following up foul play. Did not seek information from
TJ’s to ensure that his actions were correct.

Did not get correct

Eastwood player. Using words “whatever it was” indicates that he had
not taken the information on board to warn the player, in line with the
checklist and protocol.
Follow-through

No incidents where referee did not follow through

Degree of Difficulty

A one-sided Sydney Toohey’s Premiership match. Players responding
without difficulty to referee instructions and advice.

Coaching Tips to Work on
1. Need to go back to foul lay reports checklist, to make sure that referee has the correct
offenders and a clear description of what has occurred. Having received the full TJ’s report, he
may have decided that cautions were not necessary.
Match 4
Time

Eastwood v Manly
Incident

2 October 2004
Communication

Comment

by Referee
[1]4’42”

Stomping by M9 of opponent
on the ground at ruck.

Warned player, and
firmly dealt with offence.

Did not deal assertively with comments of Mcaptain
after the penalty

[1]13’46”

Foul play report by TJ

“Its been reported.”

Offender M8 denied that he was involved. Referee’s
attitude was apologetic.

[1]17’50”

Slowing the ball on the
ground after tackle by E2

“E2 that’s your warning.
Don’t want that again.”

Stern call, but heeded as E2 did not re-offend during
the game.

[1]39’28”

Scrum collapsed and ref got
call from TJ

Called on front rows to
stay up

Good response to advice received.

[2]6’10”

Interference
with
opponent after kick
whistle

“Just don’t touch him
Nathan(M12).”

Ref spoke again to the offender. M12 as captain has
not responded positively during the game when the
ref. has tried dealing with him. This is a second
occasion where M12’s action has not been consistent
with the level of trust and respect offered by the ref.
M12 is behaving as though the referee is a soft
touch.

[2]8’34”

Warning to M8 for foul play
(pulling the jumper down at
the previous lineout). The
warning was on the run.

an
and
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Time

Incident

Communication

Comment

by Referee
warning was on the run.

with regards to the actions of M8 at the lineout.
Once again both Mplayers have gained confidence in
taking the referee on.

Coaching Tips to Work on
1. Need to be more assertive in foul play checklists. Confirm mentally what you saw. If you get a
report for a TJ get the report and facts clearly in your mind. The response to M8 and M12
during the game indicated a lack of certainty when questioned by players. This was a one sided
game that was easily controlled, but indicated a susceptibility to pressure, and self doubts about
the facts in your mind regarding incidents of foul play.
This problem is consistent with the issues arising from Match3 review above.

CONCLUSION
The Communications exercise completed with George Ayoub’s match tapes, indicates that
1. Problems in game management occur when the referee fails to inform the players of his
expectations and requirements in compliance with checklists. Specific examples are Scrums in
Match 1, and uncertainty regarding foul play in TJ Reports in Matches 3 and 4.
2. When problems arise during a game in managing one of the phases of the game, then going
back to the checklists and managing the particular issue through the checklist will generally
resolve the problem at the elite level. Players often expect the referee to impose the standards
and if that doesn’t occur, it’s up to the referee to recover his control of the game.
3. Discussion on the run with players regarding decisions offers nothing positive in game
management.

The referee should utilise the captains and place pressure on them in

communication with players.
4. Players will work on the uncertainty of the referee and attempt to manipulate to their own
advantage. This requires the referee to be certain of his facts, comfortable with his checklists
and confident and assertive in dealing with offenders and team captains.
In respect to coaching elite referees in better communication, the exercise shows on many occasions
poor compliance with the match descriptors can be linked to weaknesses in communication. These
weaknesses are readily identifiable through analysis of match video and referee communication during
the game.
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